In real life there are many incomplete information system, However, the traditional rough set theory is not suitable for incomplete information system. A lot of extension of the rough sets theory have been proposed based on this. In these theories, the handling of null value or missing values is the key problem. In this paper a new valued tolerance and a concept of Tolerance Degree Vector are put forward at first; moreover a new incomplete data filling approach which based on new valued tolerance and tolerance degree vector(for short "NVT-TDV") is proposed. Subsequently, two series of experiments have been carried out, one was compared the classification accuracy with other extended rough set model, the other was the data filling accuracy test based on Waikato Environment for Knowledge Analysis platform . The experimental results show that it can be adopted as a pre-processing method in data mining.
INTRODUCTION
In our daily life there are various reasons lead to incomplete information system(IIS), such as the errors of data measuring, the limitations of acquiring data, some human factors, etc. For example, on the hospital information, the attributes are some clinical examinations and not all the examination results can be got, it leads to lots of null value of medical data. However the traditional rough set theory developed by Professor Pawlak which aimed at the complete information system, is not suitable to handle incomplete information system. Therefore, in recent years, many scholars and experts focus on how to manage incomplete information. At present, According to documents [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] acknowledged there are two methods to deal with incomplete information systems.
One is the direct method, model extension have put forward to deal with the incomplete information systems in rough set theory. Now a lot of generalized rough set models have been proposed. For example, Kryszkiewicz's tolerance relation [1] , Stefanowski's non-symmetric similarity relation [2] , and Guoyin Wang s limited tolerance relation [3] , valued tolerance relation [4] , On this basis, many other improved methods have proposed [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] . Compared with the other extension models, the valued tolerance relation has the following advantages. Firstly, it is based on the tolerance degree for judging the similarity between objects; Secondly, according to different incomplete information systems (IIS), a pre-given threshold can be adjusted to determine the similarity between two objects. The disadvantage of valued tolerance relation is that a given threshold is difficult to determine. In recent years there are some research papers around the valued toleration relation, in article [7] , an improved method to calculate the tolerance degree of two objects more objective is given; in article [8] , the author puts forward a new calculation method of tolerance degree and the auto selection method of threshold which do not require any prior domain knowledge ;the objective calculation method of tolerance degree is not only founded on the basis of the statistical characteristics of attribute values in IIS, but also considers the effect of the number of known and same attribute values between objects.
The other is the indirect approach, it is called pretreatment of data, incomplete information system can be completed through data filling or deleting missing value. For example, using Bayesian model to fill the null value needs to know the probability density; using evidence theory requires evidence functions. In Paper [16] , missing data are filled using indiscernibility relation of rough set (RS) , through the experiments demonstrate its effectiveness, but the complexity of computing discernibility matrix for vast data set is high.
In this paper, aiming at the defects of valued tolerance relation, a new valued tolerance relation is proposed at first, It can select the threshold value according to the characteristics of data set. In determining the tolerance relation between objects, consider the completeness of the object and whether the decision value are same. Then it is applied to the filling process and decision table rule derivation of incomplete data. In section 2,a new valued tolerance relation is defined;
In section 3, an improved algorithm of data filling for IIS is presented; In section 4, some of the algorithm accuracy testing has been done and the results of test are discussed. Conclusions are given in the last section.
A NEW VALUED TOLERATION RELATION FOR INCOMPLETE INFORMATION SYSTEM
In this section, some related concepts of valued tolerance relation will be first introduced, and then a new valued toleration relation based on rough set will be put forward.
Let
be an information system(IS),Where is a set of objects, it is a non-empty finite set of objects, called the universe, is a set of attributes. as the condition attribute set, as the decision attribute set. If some attribute values are unknown, the IS is IIS(incomplete information system), otherwise it is complete information system(CIS). In IIS, the unknown attribute value is denoted by * . In article [8] , the probability that is similar to on [8] . (1) In the formula, ,
all possible known values of b, and denotes the cardinality of the set For any the probability that is .
is similar to on is shown as the probability [8] ;
The selection of threshold is a key problem for valued tolerance relation, For different data sets, using a compromise approach to select the threshold, the average toleration degree was chosen as the threshold of each data set. Next, we give the definition .
Definition 1 The average value of toleration degree is defined as
are two arbitrary objects in ; is cardinality of the set .
represents permutation and combination , it shows that select any two from objects.
Definition 2: suppose is a incomplete information system( IIS ) In the subset ,The completeness of the object is defined as : , In the formula:
, represents the cardinality of set, Then the completeness of IIS in the is defined as follows
For the purpose of acquiring potential and usable rules from the decision 
Tolerance relation is defined as
the missing attribute set MAS(x i ) of object i x , missing object set MOS of IIS are defined as:
Definition 6: Let S be an incomplete information system in which !B " C , then !X "U ,the lower approximation and upper lower approximation of X in terms of NVT B ! are denoted by NVT B ! ( X ) and NVT B ! ( X ) , respectively, where,
the toleration degree vector of objects x , y on is defined:
Definition 8: norm of Toleration degree vector
tion degree vector is defined as:
A NEW INCOMPLETE DATA ANALYSIS AP-PROACH BASED ON ROUGH SET
Based on the above description, we next discuss a data filling method according to incomplete decision 
Step 1:
Step 2: Aiming at the object which have missing values, calculate the tolerance class.
Step 3: Filling missing values in incomplete information system.
Initialization: r=0;
{(1) In the object sets which are compatible with x i , Look for the pair who have the Maximum tolerance degree or have the Maximum completeness degree.
(2) Filling the missing data. 
Step2: choose the object z whose norm of Toleration degree vector is the maximum 
}//end for
Step3: The filling process
While (TR ! ")
Else break; }//end while
EXPERIMENTS AND RESULT ANALYSIS

Experiment 1: The Test of Classification Accuracy about New Valued Tolerance Relation
For New Valued Tolerance relation, we compared its classification accuracy with that of tolerance relation, limited tolerance relation, statistical valued tolerance relation.
Statistical valued tolerance relation is defined by the formulas (1),(2),(7)
limited tolerance relation is defined by formula (8) .
In our experiments, five complete data sets (Balance, Tic-Tac-Toe, Chess, Car, Promoters,)in UCI have been used. For each data set, randomly selected from 5%, 10%, 30% data for missing values, so 15 incomplete data sets (Balance-5%, Balance-10%, Balance-30%, Tic-Tac-Toe-5%, Tic-TacToe-10%, Tic-Tac-Toe-30%, Chess-5%, Chess-10%, Chess-30%, Car-5%, Car-10%, Car-30%, Promoters-5%, Promoters -10%, Promoters -30%) have been got.
We use the definition of classification accuracy in paper [8] .
If R is symmetric, use formula (9) to compute µ R , else use formula (10) to compute µ R .
The experiment results are shown in Table 2 , where TR, LTR, SVT, NDVT denote respectively tolerance relation, limited tolerance relation, statistical valued tolerance relation and new valued tolerance relation.
From Table 2 , we can see that the classification accuracy of NVT is obviously higher than that of TR and LTR. When the missing data rate is lower than 30%, the classification of NVT is higher than that of SVT; while the missing data rate is higher than 30%, the classification of SVT is slightly better than NVT. For promoters data set, we can see that the result is not consistent with other data set. In Table 2 , all the result about the classification of promoters is equal to 1.The reason lies in the characteristics of this data set is multi-attribute, there are 58 condition attributes and multi attribute values for each species, so for missing data objects, the tolerance classes which can be found only its own.
Experiment 2: The Experiment About Accuracy of New Filling Algorithm (NVT-TDV)
The comparison of filling accuracy has been implemented with the help of Waikato Environment for Knowledge Analysis platform. Testing method was: First an incomplete data set was transformed into completed using the algorithm of this article, then selected 70% from it as training set to extract decision rules, using these rules to do classifying test on the rest data set, the average classification accuracy has been acquired after test 10 times for every incomplete data set. The test result is shown in Table 3 .
In Table 3 , Raw data is on behalf of original UCI data set. The obtaining method of incomplete information systems is same as Experiment 1.
From the theoretical analysis, the NVT-TDV method takes account of the consistent decision values in filling data, in search of compatible class requires the decision value consensus. In Table 3 , we can see that the average classification accuracy of NVT-TDV is significantly higher than that of SVT. The experimental results are consistent with theoretical deduction. See from experimental result, the average classification accuracy of NVT-TDV is close to the original UCI data set, it is fully shows the correctness of our filling method.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, a new valued tolerance relation is developed based on the idea of data-driven data mining. This definition of new valued toleration relation has the following advantages: one is to adopt a method of the paper [8] in the calculation of the tolerance degree; two is in the search for valued tolerance class fully considering the completeness of objects and the consistency of decision value.
From the theoretical analysis and experimental data show that the new method is advanced, provides a good solution for pretreatment process of incomplete information system.
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